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* The systems 
comprising the 
A&D line are 
patent-pending.

  Kickstand Crossbar

  Contrast Front Rail

  Ganging Hook/ Frames Joining Together

  Tablet/Book Cradle (optional)
Introducing Paragon’s newest “anything but traditional” design. Our desk will create 
configurable space with an open-tablet-styled workspace and room for easy access. The 
design is cohesive to the chair frame. The desk has rounded soft edges and understated 
lines with color touchpoints. Sidebars allow for unique accessory and ganging ease.

  Roll Pan

  Book Box (optional)

*
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  product overview

Surface/Edge
1/2” HPL with 1mm PVC edge. Fully sealed side and edges to protect against spills and 
dirt. Integrated/robust “classroom front edge” has a unique cohesive design with a metal 
reinforced support plate and a leg lock insert into the cantilever leg for an integrated and
durable finish.

  Tablet Integration

*

*

  sizes

DBL - Distance Between Legs 

25.5”  20”  28”  24”

25.5”  20”  30”  24”

33.5”  20”  28”  32”

33.5”  20”  30”  32”

55.5”  20”  28”  54”

55.5” 20”  30” 54”

61.5” 20” 28” 60”

61.5” 20” 30” 60”

AND-CA2024REC-28H

AND-CA2024REC-30H

AND-CA2032REC-28H

AND-CA2032REC-30H

AND-CA2054REC-28H

AND-CA2054REC-30H

AND-CA2060REC-28H

AND-CA2060REC-30H

W D H  DBL

NOTE:  Accent parts are indicated by orange.  color options

Titanium, flannel or wisdom with your choice of standard laminate colors for top 
surface. Refer to the Paragon Color Guide for a complete list of colors.

Frame
Lightweight Frame with no caster required. Quad-welded lateral support for “Paragon 
durability.” Kickstand crossbar provides front to back table balance. Floor glides integrated 
into design. For that special touch, the waterfall perforated modesty panel has a clean, 
lightweight design and extends smoothly down the cantilever frame.

  tablet cradle

  tablet landscape

  USB charging
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  tablet/book cradle 1.  Soft bumper edge
2.  Cradle door / Tablet kickstand
3.  Cable catch
4.  Soft tablet shelf

5.  Optional powered USB port
6.  Foam padding
7.   Tablet cradle
8.  Cable grommet

Accent color

Paint color

  certified tablets

Apple iPad

All generations

Microsoft Surface

All generations

Samsung Galaxy Tab

Select generations

Amazon Kindle Fire

All generations

Maximum tablet 
size

W
11.5” 

H
” 8”

D
1” 

Built in cable catch

NOTE:  
We recommend no 
more than 3/4” deep 
products for ease of 
access.

Tested with all indicated 
tablets for cable size.

The tablet cradle 
provides a safe place to 
store the tablet.

Tablets have room to 
sit landscape or portrait 
keeping the workspace 
free.

Charging has never 
been more convenient 
with the optional USB 
charging port.
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